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ALL BABES ARE WOLVES
What we wear and how we style ourselves 
tells a story – Wolf & Sadie recounts that story.  
A monochromatic, metal-heavy collection 
that emphasizes negative space and creates a 
distinctive balance. A balancing of feminine and 
masculine, light and dark. The use of simple 
shapes, textures and materials come together 
to form the elements of a poetic ballad. A shroud 
of darkness veiled over an emerging light.  
This ever-evolving line establishes a visceral 
connection between piece and wearer.



...sweeter than cotton candy, stronger than papa’s old brandy. 
Sadie turns, red hair shines like flames biting the heels of the devil 
himself. “Crybaby!” Nothing but a blank stare gazing back at her. 
“I’m outta here!” She flies up the stairs and staggers out onto the 
Strip. Ripped jeans, leather jacket, and the combat boots, always 
the boots.
 
Wolf sits, droplets beading on a grizzled maw, watching, waiting 
for nothing in particular. He always hated the heat; like being 
covered in a blanket of wet sand. A bolt of red jumps from a sea 
of black. Sadie barrels towards him with an artful swagger. “What 
are you, the Big Bad or somethin’?” Who is this stunning, loud 
creature looming over him? “I want a slice of pie, let’s go.” Curious, 
he follows. Unsure why, it just feels right. 

The place is a hole in the wall, but she loves it. “Best freaking key 
lime you’ll ever taste. View ain’t so bad either.” Dusk dances over 
the crashing waves, veins of caramel in a field of turquoise. Full 
moon rising, she fiddles with the coral stone on her ring. “I wanna 
be a mermaid,” she says for no real reason at all. Then the look - 
she’d seen it her whole life - the look of pure confusion, as though 
she was a cool glass of water sitting on a bed of pancakes. But this 
time it’s different, there’s a hint of recognition, he gets it, he gets 
her. She playfully whacks him with a rolled up newspaper. 

They sit, quiet; she’s uneasy, never been this still before. Life slips 
away and the ghost comes to play. Silence is broken, she takes 
a moment to register who’s screaming at her, it’s him. “I want my 
money! You owe me!” She’s a time bomb. Before she has a chance 
to spit her words of venom, Wolf rises - statuesque, no menace, 
doesn’t need to. She’s enthralled. 

He’s in her blood, at her beck and call. He’s as mischievous as she 
dares. “Let’s just get outta here, get away from all this noise.”  With 
a rebel mind and a gypsy heart, no place could ever be home...

THE BALLAD OF WOLF & SADIE



Bramble has been a working artist of various mediums for 15 years. Her post-
secondary education began with starting her BFA, and finishing up with her diploma  
in Design + Formation. She has curated numerous art shows, and her work has been 
shown at The Museum of Vancouver. After graduation, Bramble transitioned from  
large-scale work to jewelry. The connection to adornment came while traveling 
through 13 countries over the course of several years, and immersing herself in 
local culture, arts, and traditions. She became attached to the significance that 
jewelry plays in peoples’ important occasions and how these pieces were treasured 
over generations. Bramble was also inspired by the sacredness that jewelry has in 
relationships, and for this reason she works solely in materials that last through 
time. Upon her return to Canada, Bramble kicked-off her career in the fashion 
industry. In a journey that took her through several companies and positions, she 
became personally driven to control the design process from conceptualization to 
design to creation to landing in someone’s hands. She wanted to be responsible 
for the entire artistic journey – from concept to product. Some of her creative 
influences are Michele Lamy, Gildo Medina, Jurgen Teller, Blake Armstrong and 
Alison Mosshart.

Wolf & Sadie was founded in 2012 as an answer to Bramble Lee Pryde’s desire to bring her 
jewelry designs to market. This incarnation was not the first for the studio; Wolf & Sadie has 
seen many iterations in its time and location. Before Kelowna, the designer had a small studio 
in her home in Vancouver, British Columbia for two years. The designer spent the majority of 
her free time in jewelry classes to maximize her out-of-home studio time and hone her craft. 
The boutique design house was founded on a slow design ethic – taking the necessary 
time to plan and execute all pieces to ensure they are completed to the quality standards 
established early in Wolf & Sadie’s history. The studio’s vision is to embrace the customer’s 
individuality by executing limited runs of each design. Clientele of the studio have come 
to expect a level of quality that is rarely seen from such a small operation. Wolf & Sadie is 
committed to the community and every effort is made to work with locally sourced materials 
for each collection. 
The company is steeped in storytelling. In many cultures, women are the providers and 
the raconteurs that pass the sacred traditions and stories to the next generation. The 
studio strives to explore that concept, so that each piece in the line has a significance 
and purpose. Design-wise, the house is inspired by a colourless palette that relies on the 
process of surface manipulation and form of the metal so that each piece can exist in 
textural contrast. Music drives the creative process at Wolf & Sadie Design Company.  
The soundtrack in the small studio in Kelowna is as unique and eclectic as the art created 
within; a sampling of what is currently in rotation: Russian Circles, Lykanthea, Emma Ruth 
Rundle and Purity Ring. 

COMPANY BIO DESIGNER BIO



Wolf & Sadie sales rocked our store instantly. 
From the first day we claimed a modest 
offering of artist Bramble Lee Pryde’s distinct 
silver jewellery, we knew there was going to 
be a strong following. We placed a follow up 
order within the first week. The combination 
of layering pieces with stand-alone statement 
pieces gives Wolf & Sadie’s varied price points 
suitable for every customer. Stylistically, 
Bramble’s work is completely on point and her 
workmanship is outstanding.

-Chantal Couture, Owner
Funktional Gifts

“Wolf & Sadie’s story is a good one. Bramble 
could easily roll with the inspirational artists 
that live in L.A. New York or Montreal but 
she chose the Okanagan as her home.  
I had the opportunity to work with Bramble on 
a lookbook to promote her jewelry. Her pieces 
are reflective of her love for nature in all its 
strength and delicacy.
Her aesthetic and creative concepts are always 
changing, edgy and inspiring. It is so exciting 
to witness this talented artist’s venture and 
the adrenaline she creates in any project she 
commits to. It was an honour to have worked 
with Wolf & Sadie.” 
 -Lise Guyot, Photographer 

L.G.Photography

“Wolf & Sadie allowed my thoughts and 
imagination [to] become reality. The great thing 
about Bramble is that she is truly collaborative. 
She does not expect a finalized idea when 
collaborating with other artists. She allows 
herself to let other artistic individuals feed off 
of the energy presented by her art and her 
pieces, and with that she softens them, rounds 
them out and presents them with a “yes, that 
is exactly what I was thinking” attitude. I think 
the hardest thing to do in life is collaboration, 
especially with strong individuals. Presenting 
Wolf & Sadie with representative drawings 
for their “All Babes Are Wolves” era was 
enigmatic territory – yet I was left with nothing 
but acceptance, love and validation.”
 -Blake Armstrong, Visual Artist

TESTIMONIALS & REVIEWS

I had the chance to get some pieces by Wolf & Sadie 
recently. Right away I was pleased by the lovely 
packaging and even more so when I opened it. Her 
pieces are a perfect balance between industrial 
and crafted, minimalist and intricate. The jewels 
are simple, yet very unique with interesting details. 
I was so pleased with the quality that I discussed 
with Bramble the possibility of collaborating. We 
are currently working on secret projects, but I am 
already very excited about the upcoming results. 
Bramble is an honest, hardworking and respectful 
woman. She does not waste time and she gets 
straight to the point. It’s truly a delight and an honor 
to work with her.

- Maude Nibelungen, Designer/Owner 
MNibelungen



Through my experience of 
communicating and working with 
designers and artists in various 
fields, I have rarely had the luxury 
of connecting with someone as 
dedicated to quality and efficiency 
as Bramble. My experience with 
Wolf & Sadie has always been 
handled with a high grade of 
efficiency and care. I first worked 
with Bramble to be a part of a 
special designer showcase in 
Vancouver that I curated called 
‘Other’. This showcase was a three 
day market where North American 
independent artists and designers 
were curated under one roof. 
I asked Wolf & Sadie to be one of 
the featured brands first and 
foremost because of Brambles 
careful array of products, and 
was extremely impressed with 
how easy it was to work with 
Bramble. She takes pride in how 
she presents and organizes her 
product, and because of this it 
was a pleasure for me to speak for 

her work at Other, as her jewelry 
already connects so well with  
west coast women.
My second and most recent 
experience with Bramble is a 
current collaboration for a new 
project of mine under NOCTEX. I 
knew that my project had a short 
timeline, but couldn’t sacrifice 
quality and originality. I knew 
Bramble would be a reliable 
source because of her passionate 
commitment to her craft. When 
coming up with new finishes and 
varnishes, Bramble took the time 
to experiment and create a range 
of options all clearly labeled for 
my convenience. Despite the 
distance, we have been able to 
communicate our ideas and meet 
deadlines because of the level 
of commitment that Bramble 
practices.

-Negin Izad, 
Co-Founder/Curator  OTHER

Designer/Owner NOCTEX Clothing

TESTIMONIALS & REVIEWS



How would you describe your aesthetic?
A monochromatic, metal-heavy collection with an emphasis on forming negative space 
into a surreal and distinctive equilibrium – balancing simple shapes with a powerful 
presence. Feminine & Masculine. Form & Beauty.  Light & Dark. Simplicity & Storytelling

Where is your jewelry made?
All Wolf & Sadie jewelry is produced by hand in small quantities in my studio in 
Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada 

What are your primary materials?
The current mediums in the studio are silver, gold and porcelain. I spend a fair 
amount of time sourcing my materials, ensuring that they come from quality vendors 
as close to my locale as possible. Every piece of the metal is utilized and recycled 
into other jewellery. For example, our Sisyphus Ring is made predominantly from 
recycled silver, and our castings also contain a percentage of recycled metals.

How long as the company been in business?
Officially, the company of Wolf & Sadie was born in 2012.  The kick-off to starting 
the company was a dream 10 years in the making. I took my first jewelry course 
while living overseas in Australia in 2002 and it ignited my passion for the craft. 
I then leveraged my time with various corporations to learn as much as I could 
about business operations and how I wanted to run my own company.

What is Wolf & Sadie’s process?
My work manifests itself from the concept that people value and buy differences. 
It’s important for me to be able to provide someone with a piece of jewellery that 
is exclusive as is comes from a small batch run. My process is fairly kinesthetic, 
I tend to realize through actual construction, rather than thinking through all 
details of the design process. I love to evolve from mistakes. It has made me 
less rigid with trying to control the outcome. I am always trying balance my 
intuitive and cerebral sides. I spend a fair amount of time sourcing my materials, 
ensuring that they come from quality vendors as close to my locale as possible.

FREQUENTLY ASKED



What is slow design?
Our studio is founded on a slow design ethic – a socially responsible design 
ethos, where as a designer I reflect on the sustainability and quality of 
my materials and where they are sourced from. The design process is as 
important as the finished product. I take the necessary time to plan and 
execute all pieces to ensure they are completed to the quality standards 
established early in Wolf & Sadie’s history. I think it’s what sets the studio 
apart. My years of experience in this business have taught me that faster 
turnover of product for quicker profits is definitely not the way I want to 
run my business. This thoughtful and reflective process ensures unique and 
quality results for the client. The studio’s vision is to embrace the customer’s 
individuality by executing limited runs of each design. People value owning 
things that are individual to their style, and because of this we only produce 
in small batches to promote mindful consumerism.

What other mediums do you work in?

Wolf & Sadie: Jewelry/Adornment. 
Technique: Hand forging & Lost Wax Casting.
Balancing Feminine & Masculine. Form & Beauty. Light & Dark.
Simple shapes with a powerful presence. 

Le Lou Ula: Porcelain sculpture. 
Technique: Hand-building & Carving.
A monochromatic palette that explores texture. A balance of alchemic, cultural 
and self-designed symbols that are carved and painted onto small offering 
plates, dishes and spires. Currently in collaboration to launch a capsule collection 
of  monochromatic home décor.

FREQUENTLY ASKED



Where can you buy Wolf & Sadie?
The best place to purchase Wolf & Sadie is through our website wolfandsadie.com 
where all collections are available through our online boutique. In addition,  
Wolf & Sadie is available in carefully selected shops across Canada and the 
USA. Our goal over the next five years is be represented overseas and  diversify 
the brand by developing a variety of design and lifestyle products. 
 
How much does Wolf & Sadie cost?
A lot of our work is made to order, so I get to consider the individual while creating 
their piece. I see my work as a form of protection from various influencers, and 
have been told that it feels like armor when worn. So whether it’s the selection 
of crystals/stones used, or the shape or form of the silver, each piece has a 
talismanic effect. The pricing will vary depending on materials, size and nature 
of each order. Typically, regular collections run from $50 - $250 per piece. 
Custom orders are priced on a case-by-case basis. 

How often do you launch your collections?
Wolf & Sadie is an evolving collection, so rather than launching seasonally, I’ll 
launch as a design style progresses into a collection of cohesive pieces.

What does the future hold for Wolf & Sadie design company? 
I am currently working on some designs for a men’s/unisex line. At each turn, 
my work gets a bit darker and a bit heavier, which I knew was leading me to 
a men’s line, however I needed to be interested in exploring the contrast of 
more delicate pieces for a women’s line before I could entertain the idea of 
having it split.

FREQUENTLY ASKED



SOCIAL MEDIA

Tumblr: 11,679 notes on Wolf & Sadie  
jewellery post

Instagram: Repost of Wolf & Sadie
behind the scenes photo shoot

Twitter: Pretty Little Liars promo
featuring Wolf & Sadie

Night of the Wolf Necklace

Facebook Page: 1.5k reach Pinterest: 198 repins • 66 likes
Artist Hunter Gatherer in our
Theurgy Cuff & Spire Rings

Instagram: Sneak peek of fall 
collection

Facebook Page: 1.5k reach Instagram:
Musician Emma Ruth Rundle

in Wolf & Sadie



Proprietress & Designer: bramble@wolfandsadie.com
General Inquiries: howl@wolfandsadie.com
Press & Media Inquiries: prczar@wolfandsadie.com


